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contents Introduction This book is one of the farmers 'income of one hundred key technology
Series. farmers' income of one hundred key technology series covers farming. aquaculture. garden
economic etc. all aspects of the development of the rural economy. led by Yuan Longping. Guan
Chunyun academicians to build the three rural books boutique. content. scientific. reliable and
practical. on behalf of the current level of development of agricultural technology. provides a
powerful technique for increasing farmers' income supported. Books using color interpolation
edition. illustrated. easy to understand. This volume includes: planting chili peppers Why can
increase income. the fine varieties yield Chaotianjiao. chili peppers cultivated key technology. the
pod pepper storage and processing. mainly for agricultural production in the first line in pepper
cultivation. improvement and promotion of staff and farmers use a friend. Sincerely hope Pu Sa
agricultural science and technology. enhance the quality of science and technology for rural
workers. grain production and farmers' income. agricultural efficiency. so that the majority of
farmers rich as soon as possible. Contents Preface...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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